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Roadmap for Presentation

• Changes in the Landscape--New Rules of Engagement: 

– Dedicated FCPA Enforcement Units

– SEC Cooperation Provisions

– Dodd Frank Whistleblower Incentives and Protections

• Practical Tips for Conducting the Investigation
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FCPA Enforcement:  Still a High 

Priority for DOJ and the SEC

• “[T]he Department’s enforcement of 
the FCPA is aggressive and on the 
rise. . .this year alone, we’ve 
collected well over $1 billion 
already [in fines and penalties].”  
Assistant Attorney General Lanny 
A. Breuer, November 4, 2010.

• “There will be a coordinated and 
more proactive approach to going 
out and finding [FCPA violations].”  
SEC Associate Director Cheryl 
Scarboro.  

http://www.sec.gov/images/news/press/scarboro.jpg
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New Rules of Engagement:  Dedicated 

Resources for FCPA Enforcement

• Specialized nationwide SEC unit dedicated to FCPA 
enforcement.

• DOJ hires additional Trial Attorneys to investigate and 
prosecute FCPA violations.

• The FBI creates FCPA squad dedicated to investigating  
FCPA violations.
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New Rules of Engagement:  SEC 

Cooperation Initiative for Individuals

• Streamlined process for seeking immunity for cooperating 
individuals.

• Oral assurances:  that Enforcement Staff does not anticipate 
recommending enforcement action based on current evidence.

• Cooperation Agreements:  in which Staff agrees to recommend to 
Commission credit for cooperation.

• Deferred Prosecution Agreements:  in which SEC agrees to forego 
an enforcement action if individual cooperates and satisfies certain 
conditions during period of deferred prosecution.

• Non-Prosecution Agreements:  in which SEC agrees not to pursue 
an enforcement action in return for cooperation.
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New Rules of Engagement:  Dodd-Frank 

Whistleblower Rewards

• Dodd-Frank creates significant monetary 
incentives for whistleblowers to report 
securities law violations to the SEC:
– SEC “shall pay” monetary awards of 10% to 30%

of monetary sanctions collected to whistleblowers:

• who provide “original information” to the SEC

• that leads to a successful enforcement action and a 
recovery in excess of $1 million.

• “Original information” means information derived from 
the independent knowledge or analysis of the 
whistleblower, which is not known to the SEC from 
any other source unless the whistleblower is the 
original source of the information, and is not 
exclusively derived from other public proceedings.

http://www.stopliberallies.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/frank-dodd.jpg
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New Rules of Engagement:  Dodd-

Frank Whistleblower Protections

• Dodd-Frank creates enhanced protections for 

whistleblowers who provide information to the SEC or 

assist in any investigation or SEC action.

– No discharge, demotion, threat or harassment permitted.

• No filing with the DOL required.

• Significant remedies:  

– Reinstatement

– twice back pay with interest

– litigation costs (including experts and attorney’s fees).
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New Rules of Engagement:  

Accelerated Enforcement

• Practical Effects of the New Rules of Engagement
– Cooperators may significantly assist the SEC in accelerating pace of 

investigations.

– Whistleblower rewards and protections may incentivize a wave of “tips” 
to the SEC.

• Rewards can be substantial.

• SEC has already established a $451 million fund to pay whistleblowers.

• Effect of Qui Tam incentives on False Claims Act prosecutions reflect the 
power of monetary incentives to generate tips that lead to enforcement 
actions.

– Significant risk that government may learn about allegations before the 
company or very soon thereafter.

– In-house and outside counsel will have less time to assess the 
allegations, and decide whether voluntary disclosure is appropriate.

– Wave of “tips” will include valid “tips,” and non-meritorious allegations by 
people with an axe to grind.

– Conducting effective and efficient internal FCPA investigations will be 
even more critical now.
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13

In House Counsel

Assemble the right 

team

Develop defense 

strategy

Self Disclosure

To the government?

Prevent further 

misconduct
Possible 

Whistleblower?

Defining the Scope

of the Investigation

Written 

Report?

Who will Conduct 

the Investigation?

Structuring the

investigation

Preservation of

documents

Public Disclosure 

Issues?

Independent 

Counsel Required?

The Center of the Firestorm:

The Issues

Assess the 

allegations

Data Privacy 

Issues
Maintaining  

Privilege
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Assess the Allegations 

to Develop Action Plan

• Seriousness of allegations?

• Widespread or isolated to a particular area?

• How high are the allegations likely to reach?

• Source of allegations
– Anonymous?

– Whistleblower?

– Government Subpoena, Search Warrant or Inquiry?

• Credibility of allegations?

• Nature of compliance program?
– Robust? Regular audits?  Due diligence procedures in place?  

Company-wide training?

• Constantly revisit question of is self-disclosure advisable?
– When?

• Assure actions are swiftly taken to prevent any future foreseeable 
improper conduct.
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Immediately Preserve Documents and 

Electronic Records

• Recognize that the Government may later carefully 
scrutinize preservation efforts

• Litigation hold letters

• Seek forensic expertise early
– Forensic expert can assure all areas of responsive records are 

located and preserved

– Utilize a forensic firm you know and trust

• It is often much more expensive to correct errors after they are 
made

• Evidence spoliation can have drastic consequences

• Consider a firm that has document review tools as well as forensic 
capability

• International Data Privacy Issues
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Structuring the Investigation

• The Government will expect an internal investigation to 
be thorough, balanced and conducted in a manner to 
discover the truth.
– An investigation that is viewed as a white-wash will do more 

harm than good.

• Considerations in structuring investigation:
– Pervasiveness of alleged conduct?

– How high within the company are allegations likely to reach?

– Is there likely to be an advice of counsel defense issue?

– Who will have credibility with the government investigators?

• Who are the key constituencies investigating:  FBI, DOJ, USAO, 
SEC?
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Structuring the Investigation:  Who Will 

Investigate?  The Reporting Structure?

• Independent Counsel or Regular Outside Counsel?
– White collar partner of regular outside counsel:  

• cost advantages and possible greater institutional knowledge of client

• if there is higher level involvement, there may be serious credibility issues

– Independent Counsel:
• less institutional knowledge

• higher cost

• advantage of independence

• Reporting Structure:  must report to a credible, untainted decision 
maker with sufficient authority:
– Board of Directors?  Audit Committee?  Special Committee?

– Compliance Officer?

– General Counsel?

– Management?
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Scope of the Investigation

• Initially defined by:

– nature of allegations received,

– contents of a subpoena informed by communications with the 
Government

– or communications with the government in the case of an inquiry 
that is not proceeded by a subpoena.

• If allegations point to failure of compliance program, consider 
broadening the scope.

• Artificially narrow investigation can work against the company, 
but cost also counsels against unnecessary overreaction.  

• If self-disclosure will occur, consult with the government as 
early as practicable to discuss scope.
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Assemble the Team

• Computer forensic experts

• Forensic accounting experts

• Data privacy advisors

• Investigative resources

• Local international counsel
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International Data Privacy Issues

• Get qualified advice on relevant international data 

privacy laws early.

• E.U. and other countries’ data privacy laws can 

significantly affect:

– Data collection

– Data use, and

– Cross-border transfer.

• Validity of consent varies by country.

• Government will work with you on data privacy issues, 

but will not accept them as an excuse to not cooperate.
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Maintain the Privilege

• Structure the investigation to maintain the privilege.

– Applicability of the attorney-client privilege to an internal 

investigation may turn on whether its principal purpose is to 

provide legal advice.

– Consider extent of international recognition of applicability of the 

attorney-client privilege to in-house counsel.

– Consider hiring consultants through law firm.

– Seek Rule 502 agreement.

– Upjohn warnings should be given.

– Recognize privilege issues when making disclosures to the 

Government.  

• Case law leans towards rejection of selective waiver doctrine.
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Master the Facts

• Master the documents and records

– Including deleted documents and meta data retrieved 

by forensic experts

• Formal in-person interviews of all key witnesses

– Document preliminary disclosures and warnings

– Prepare interview memoranda promptly

• Interviews of consultants and business partners

• Forensic accounting examination
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Maintain Regular Communication with 

the Government

• Regulators and prosecutors want facts as soon 

as possible.

• A failure to communicate leads to 

misunderstandings and erodes credibility.

• Assure that self disclosure is thorough and 

accurate.

• Shareholders are entitled to accurate and timely 

disclosure.

– Consult disclosure counsel.
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Consider Early Remedial Measures

• DOJ Principles of Prosecution

• Criminal Sentencing Guidelines

• SEC’s 21(a) Report on Voluntary 

Cooperation (Seaboard)

• Sarbanes-Oxley Requirements

• Consult with international counsel 

concerning remediation issues for 

international employees
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Contact Information

Jonathan R. Barr 

Baker & Hostetler

1050 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 1100

Washington, D.C.  20036                   

(202) 861-1534           

jbarr@bakerlaw.com



KEYS TO SUCCESS

SEC AND FCPA  AND ESI

John Stark, Managing Director
November 10, 2010



SEC:  What’s Going On . . . 



Restructuring: Five New Units



The FCPA Unit

http://www.hotelmule.com/batch.download.php?aid=2612
http://www.securitiesdocket.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/cross.jpg


How To Handle FCPA Data



Data Management Issues Are Much Broader and Integrate

eDiscovery, Compliance & Security

criminal misconduct,  security breach,  litigation,  employee 

complaints, ethics hotlines, receipt of a subpoena, 

whistleblowers, competitors and customers, 

shareholder demands, regulatory audits and inquiries,  

responding to governmental investigations

Multiple Trigger Points 

for Data Management



Not Just Relevant for Litigation and 

Investigations 

Also relevant For Intrusions, Account Takeovers, 

Malware, Phishing, Zombies, Malvertising  . . . 



During Investigation or Litigation

Need Unified, Holistic Approach

Legally Defensible Response Plan Combines People, 

Processes and Technology 

Failure to find all relevant evidence, preserve and 

authenticate relevant ESI, meet deadlines, document 

the process, to have a consistent workflow, 

unintentionally altering evidence, spoliation 



During Investigation or Litigation



First Step:  Determine Investigative 

Who, How & Scope



Start with Data Hold

When evidence destroyed pursuant to company’s “routine, 

good-faith records management practices” before 

receiving notice of likelihood of litigation, discovery 

sanctions typically not warranted . . . But watch out for 

“overwriting” of back-ups



Identify, Preserve and Analyze



Know Where Your Data is . . . 



Old Definition of 
“Documents”

As used in this 

attachment, 

“Document[s]” 

include: any 

information on 

regular, carbon or 

Xerox paper

FCPA Keys to Success: 

Powerful Data Organization/Collection



Replaced by New Definition of “Documents”

.

FCPA Keys to Success: 

Powerful Data Organization/Collection



Electronically stored 
information 
includes both 
records held In your 
record retention 
systems; and/or by 
your technology, 
data, or other 
service providers

FCPA Keys to Success: 

Powerful Data Organization/Collection



Companies Don’t Know What 

They Don’t Have . . .

Locating Data

http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/Cybercrime.JPG
http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/DSC_0017.jpg
http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/Techphoto89.jpg
http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/Shoot4Fldphoto73.jpg
http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/DSC_0144.jpg
http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/DSC_0007.JPG
http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/DSC_0050.JPG


 Policies and procedures 
relating to electronic records 
or information, including 
record retention timeframes, 
archival requirements, and 
document destruction 
practices or requirements; 
 Systems by and on which 

electronic records or 
information is created, 
maintained, stored, or 
archived including 
identification of any external 
data storage or backup 
systems or devices; 

Locating Data: Testifying



 Systems, network servers, 
computer drives, data 
storage devices and archival 
systems that were searched 
(to discover, for example, 
electronic documents 
archived or natively stored 
on local hard drives or other 
local storage media); and 

 System and/or program 
from which documents, 
information or records, were 
derived. 

Locating Data: Testifying



List of search terms and 
phrases, and all other 
parameters, utilized in 
reviewing and gathering 
electronic documents 
and archives, including 
email servers and 
accounts, to identify 
responsive e-mails or 
other electronic  
documents

Locating Data: Producing



Burden Affidavits



Once Data is Located:

Employ Ironclad Data Collection Practices

 Careful and strict protocols

Wiping of new disks (if you 

use new disks, wipe them again 

to make sure they are clean)

 Back-ups of everything

 Background checks of 

employees who do the 

collecting

 Don’t skimp on process

 Use as a model the way law 

enforcement treats evidence

Anticipate motions  

challenging authenticity and 

integrity



FCPA Keys to Success:

Meticulous Data Preservation/Imaging

http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/Shoot4photo37.jpg


FORENSICALLY IMAGE

CULL USER CREATED DATA 

FULLY INDEX

FCPA Keys to Success:

Massive Data Integration



FCPA Keys to Success:

Robust Front End Forensics



Spoliation

What To Do When You’re Spoiled . . .



Remediation of Spoliation

BACKUP TAPES 



Remediation of Spoliation

DELETED 

E-MAIL

PRIOR 
SNAPSHOTS



Watch Out For Archives

http://sfcentral/Marketing/Images1/StrozPhoto53.jpg


Understand Privacy

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_Gc5my9wZI80/SYCF1sC2pHI/AAAAAAAAANU/2cqI_Jpbiu0/s1600-h/privacy.jpg


FCPA Keys to Success:

CEO Saving: Target your Forensics



FCPA Keys to Success:

Former Employees/Bad Leavers



FCPA Keys To Success: 

Strong Credibility



FCPA Keys to Success: 

Find a Trusted Partner



Contact Information

John Stark, Managing Director
1150 Connecticut Avenue N.W., 7th Floor
Washington, DC
202.464.5800



Questions?



Thank You
for Attending This Webcast


